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You Are Worth Waiting For! In a world consumed with quick-fixes, superficial romances, and

&#147;hookupâ€• relationships, maybe youâ€™re asking&#151;  Whatâ€™s the benefit to actually

waiting for Godâ€™s best? Is there a perfect plan for my future&#151;or is it just a fairy tale? Should

I just settle like everyone else? With all-new insights from Jackie Kendall, a new generation will

answer these questions and discover what made Lady in Waiting a life-changing encouragement to

over half a million readers worldwide. You will learn to: &#149; Step into your royal identity as a

daughter of the King and experience contentment, security, and patience in your life &#149; Protect

your purity as you see how God sees you&#151;valued, beautiful, and one-of-a-kind &#149; Take

advantage of the waiting process and use it to become a woman of devotion, faith, and conviction

&#149; Refuse to settle for anything or anyone less than Godâ€™s best for your life Enjoy the wait,

embrace the journey, and experience the extraordinary power of being a Lady in Waiting!
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I have been privileged to read Lady in Waiting by Jackie Kendall. Wow - I originally got this book to

talk about these important concepts with my daughter as she begins to enter middle school and

begins to focus on boys, looks, etc. I wanted to help her keep her focus where it should be - on God

first and foremost.I absolutely loved the way she described her engagement as well as her wedding.

I was challenged that even though our engagement and wedding didnâ€™t take on that form, I can

look for and pray, asking God to give me opportunities like that in my daily life as well.However, I

ended up getting much more out of this book than just a learning tool for her. I realized that I have



never found my completeness in God and instead used to look for it in â€œgetting married, my

children,â€• Etc. I realized that even though Iâ€™m happily married to my husband for over 15 years

and I may have squandered my single years (got married later in life) instead of using them

wholeheartedly to serve God (something I hope to teach my daughter differently), that cycle can end

here. My husband supports my relationship with God as He himself has a strong relationship with

our Father. I realize that the more time and effort I put into cultivating the relationship I have with my

Father, the healthier I will be as a wife, a mother, and a person in general. I can break the cycle I

have perpetuated starting now (one thing I love about God is it is NEVER too late to be restored and

healed) and it will only enhance my marriage, my parenting, my life in general. And itâ€™s exciting

to me.

This edition of Jackie Kendall's books about becoming a lady in waiting is the 20th anniversary

edition of her classic material. What differs in this book from the others in her series is the way the

book is presented; the author talks directly to her target audience--young ladies in waiting (for

boyfriends, for dates, for mates). To quote the author, "What we did with [this book] was update and

enhance: update some of the material to enhance the principles that are time-tested. So you will see

lots of new illustrations and added examples woven right in with the original text. There are a

number of issues that have become HUGE in our culture among singles since twenty years ago:

Internet dating, social media temptations, same-sex attraction, pornography and other sexual

taboos (like dating married men), to name a few. Absolutely every principle to guard and guide the

heart that applied to single gals twenty years ago applies now. The particulars do not altar the

principles."In essence, this is not just another guide for singles. The focus is not on a woman's

status but on the state of her heart. There are ten basic precepts that the author has derived from

the study of the book of Ruth, an Old Testament book of the Bible. She explains how Ruth

demonstrates all these tenets throughout her books and presentations. The ten principles are the

foundation of Jackie Kendall's ministry for the past twenty years. The books are heavy on

application with plenty of real life scenarios the author has gleaned over the years.One of the most

striking statements the author says in this 20th edition bears repeating often.
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